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HOW DATAOPS PAVES
THE ROAD TO DATA-DRIVEN
DECISION MAKING

If the last 2 years have shown us
anything, it is that data insights can mean
the difference between success and failure
in any situation. Today, getting the right
information to the right user at the right
time is the name of the game for datadriven companies. As a result, whether
you call it DataOps or data supply chain
management, improving the process
side of data pipelines is becoming a high
priority for organizations seeking to wring
more value from their data in pursuit of
competitive advantage.
WHAT IS DATAOPS?

DataOps helps to improve processes
throughout the data lifecycle—from initial
collection and creation to delivery to the
end user.
While still relatively new, the DataOps
methodology—part of the burgeoning
“XOps” movement that “operationalizes”
processes such as development (DevOps),
BIOps (business intelligence), MLOps
(machine learning), and AIOps (artificial
intelligence)—is on the rise as the number
of data sources, the speed data of growth,
and the variety of users requiring access to

information have all moved beyond what can
be accomplished with manual systems.
It is widely acknowledged that data
professionals expend too much effort prepping
data, taking away valuable time that could be
used for analyzing and acting on it. Definitions
vary, but it is generally accepted that DataOps
creates synergies in data preparation to enable
rapid delivery of trusted information to data
consumers and smart processes. According
to Gartner, DataOps is “a collaborative
data management practice focused on
improving the communication, integration
and automation of data flows between data
managers and data consumers across an
organization.” The goal of DataOps, says
Gartner, “is to deliver value faster by creating
predictable delivery and change management
of data, data models and related artifacts.
DataOps uses technology to automate the
design, deployment and management of data
delivery with appropriate levels of governance,
and it uses metadata to improve the usability
and value of data in a dynamic environment.”
The capabilities enabled by DataOps are
becoming more vital than ever, particularly
with the increased volumes of data being
created. Recent IDC “DataSphere” and

“StorageSphere” forecasts revealed that
the amount of data created and replicated
experienced unusually high growth in 2020
due to the dramatic increase in the number
of people working, learning, and entertaining
themselves from home during the pandemic.
“In 2020, 64.2ZB of data was created or
replicated, defying the systemic downward
pressure asserted by the COVID-19
pandemic on many industries and its impact
will be felt for several years,” said Dave
Reinsel, senior vice president, IDC’s Global
DataSphere. “The amount of digital data
created over the next five years will be greater
than twice the amount of data created since
the advent of digital storage.” In particular,
IoT data is growing rapidly, and the company
predicts data collected at the edge through
various IoT and sensing devices will grow at
33% annually and will make up 22% of the
total global datasphere by 2025.
In addition, with increasingly spread-out
employees, the ability for them to access the
data they want in the way they prefer has
become a higher priority. According to a
recent 451 Research “Voice of the Enterprise:
Digital Pulse” report, a new WFH standard is
here to stay for most companies. “Two-thirds
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of organizations (67%) expect expanded
or universal WFH policies implemented in
response to the outbreak will remain in place
long-term or permanently,” the report found.
With employees dealing with new work
circumstances, it is critical to allow them to
access information as seamlessly as possible
so that their productivity and effectiveness is
unimpeded by their circumstances.
Along with these trends, there is a strong
shift underway to plan for real-time delivery
of data and insights to heighten intelligent
enterprise strategies, according to a study
by Unisphere Research, a division of
Information Today, Inc. The survey report,
authored by Unisphere’s lead analyst Joe
McKendrick, found that the top uses of data
that were driving respondents’ data strategies
were support for informed decision making
(92%), understanding customers and trends
(82%), improving internal operations (78%),
providing smarter services and products
(77%), and supporting customer experience
(73%). “The vast majority of respondents
say that a well-documented data strategy
is critical to their ability to deliver value to
the business,” said McKendrick, adding that
virtually all departments in the enterprise
are demanding innovation from data, and, in
particular, outward-facing departments, such
as line-of-business owners and marketing
departments, are leading the way.
However, another Unisphere Research
study found that companies with diverse data
environments are facing challenges in putting
that data to use. The top five challenges faced
by companies with diverse data environments
are searching/discovering data (50%), reducing
data latency (49%), scaling for growth (48%),
siloed or inaccessible data (41%), and aligning
security (7%). These are the types of data goals
that are the targets of well-executed DataOps
processes.
To deliver on its promise, DataOps
leverages already well-accepted data
practices such as ETL, ELT, CDC, CI/CD
and continuous training, data virtualization,
data quality and validation, data cataloging,
masking and anonymization, and others—
and encompasses data from databases
and apps as well as unstructured data
from a multitude of sources to provide users
with a vetted and trustworthy flow of data.

THE BENEFITS OF DATAOPS

DataOps helps to improve processes
throughout the data lifecycle—from initial
collection and creation to delivery to the end
user but implementing the methodology
requires effort. “Understanding how to
adopt it, and how available technologies
should align to it is critical for building,
deploying, and monitoring data pipelines at
an enterprise scale,” explains John O’Brien,
CEO and principal advisor of Radiant
Advisors. “A lot of people are trying to learn
the DataOps methodology, get experience
with it, develop proficiency at it. People
understand that it is the way forward but
getting there takes time and practice.”
The following are 10 key tenets for
successful DataOps implementation:
1. F
 or DataOps initiatives to succeed,
organizations must incorporate
automation to be scalable, prioritize
governance and security for
trustworthiness, and open standards for
interoperability and future-proofing.
2. I t is important to establish management
responsibilities including a “data supply
chain manager” to coordinate the effort
and recruit responsible parties across
the supply chain, then put issues
associated with data sharing and
ownership “front and center,” advise
Tom Davenport and others in Harvard
Business Review.
3. T
 ake advantage of DataOps to automate
process and thereby offset a shortage of
data personnel and skills.
4. With automation, DataOps also addresses
governance issues by routinizing and
operationalizing data access. Data can
be limited by type, users, geography,
departments, and other criteria to
ensure only data that is needed for a job/
role/level/partnership is accessible to
adhere to individual company, partner,
industry mandates such as PCI-DSS and
HIPAA, and domestic and regional
data-handling requirements such as
CCPA and GDPR.
5. L
 ast year was a banner year for data
breaches, according to Identity Theft
Resource Center research. According to
the center, the number of data breaches
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just through September 30, 2021, exceeded
the total number of events in 2020 by 17%
(1,291 breaches in 2021 compared to 1,108
breaches in 2020). Having a comprehensive
view of data pipelines and processes to
manage data origins and access is an
essential element of data security.
6. U
 se DataOps to speed data use. Real-time
data is critical to accelerate data-driven
decision making. If people must wait for
data to be delivered, it increases the time to
insights and inhibits a company’s ability to
act on information.
7. D
 ata lineage and metadata are also
essential to data usability. If data is
not vetted and trustworthy, the data
consumers will feel they cannot rely on
it, be reluctant to use it, and the DataOps
efforts will be for naught.
8. D
 ataOps endeavors must be open and
agnostic to be long-lived since new data
architectures are always emerging, and
components are continually changing.
9. “For DataOps to be successful,
collaboration is key,” according to an
MIT Technology Review Insights executive
briefing paper. “Groups that may not
interact regularly—for example, business
leaders, data scientists, analysts, and IT—
must work together.”
10. U
 ltimately, DataOps requires a
combination of people, processes, and
technology. There is not one magic
solution that will make it all happen.
And for it to be impactful, DataOps
processes must be able to connect to
all types of data and enable widespread
accessibility through a variety of
interfaces.
THE ROAD TO DATA-DRIVEN
DECISION MAKING

DataOps seeks to operationalize and
automate data management by tracking
data lineage, and improving data quality,
security, and governance to decrease the
time required to prepare it for analytics.
This in turn enables data to be accessible
and usable by users based on their
individual roles and also by automated
processes, including those incorporating
AI and machine learning. n
—Joyce Wells
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2021 Cloud Data and Analytics Survey Report

Making Sense of Information
Overload with Modern Data Lakes
Data lakes built on dated infrastructure are costing
businesses critical time-to-value. It’s time to ditch
them and embrace a DataOps approach.
INTRODUCTION

A business’s secret weapon is the data already at its disposal, but
converting data into actionable insights is increasingly complicated.
Especially as the pandemic has shifted much of the working world
to an almost entirely digital model, businesses are sitting on vast
quantities of data—it’s either a goldmine or a sinkhole, depending on
how they manage it.
In theory, this increase in data should present new
opportunities for organizations. But the reality of current
infrastructures makes it challenging to retain and analyze multistructured datasets at scale. That, coupled with the prevalent
data scientist and data engineer shortage, is leaving enterprises
hamstrung on their quest for data-driven insights that will impact
the business. These challenges have led to the concept of the
“DataOps” methodology, which aims to bring a DevOps approach
to data products—thinking through the people, processes, and
technologies that must come together for companies to harness
their data in a meaningful way.
To better understand the challenges organizations face when it
comes to accessing and analyzing data, ChaosSearch commissioned
a survey of 1,020 U.S. IT professionals. The survey asked questions
about their organizations’ data retention, data usage, and investments
in data lake and cloud data platforms. This report summarizes our
findings.
At the highest level, we found that many organizations are making
strides in how they govern data management and take action on
data-driven insights. However, IT talent is still often wasted moving,
migrating, pipelining, and transforming data—a process that can,
and should, be automated if the end goal is faster, more insightful
analytics.
KEY FINDINGS

IT professionals realize they have a data analytics problem on
their hands—and they’re looking to technology to remedy it.

When asked to choose between more time, budget, people, or
technology to better solve existing analytics challenges, more than
half (59%) of respondents selected technology—whereas no more
than 13% of respondents chose time, budget, or people, respectively.
In particular, investments in data lakes are on the rise. A majority
of respondents (69%) indicated that their organizations have
implemented a data lake, while 23% of respondents are planning to
deploy one but haven’t done so yet.

IT talent is wasted on data prep—even more so in organizations
with data lakes.
Respondents spend almost as much time prepping data (6.6
hours per week) as they do analyzing it (7.2 hours per week)—and
data lakes aren’t helping. Time spent moving, migrating, pipelining,
or transforming data increased to 7.1 hours per week for respondents
who have a data lake.
Additionally, 30% of respondents indicate that their end-user
consumption/visualization tools aren’t directly connected to the lake,
resulting in data duplication and data movement challenges limiting
insights and time to value.
But there are benefits to investing in data lakes.
Thirty-eight percent of respondents with data lakes are able
to respond to data requests within an hour, compared to 24%

sponsored content

without data lakes. Additionally, 87% of respondents using data lakes
indicate an improved ability to make organizational decisions.
There’s a disconnect on whether organizations are using all the
data available to them—and it’s leaving them vulnerable.
Eighty-seven percent of respondents agree to some extent that
their department is using all the data at its disposal to make informed
business decisions, but those who agreed with the statement are
retaining less log data (only 1-6 months) than those who disagreed
(7-12 months).  
That’s an issue considering ChaosSearch’s Log Management and
Analytics 2021 Benchmark Report found that the top two use cases
for leveraging log data are security (70%) and IT monitoring (68%).
Saving data for so short a time to make room for new data
won’t make the data lake useful in analyzing and preventing cyber
security breaches, since users won’t be able to proactively identify
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Data is the lifeblood of a business. It captures a historical picture
of the business while revealing opportunities for future growth. The
more data your organization can leverage, the more it can innovate
and flourish. Many organizations recognize the value of robust
data analytics. They also recognize the struggle to glean analytical

insights—but are working to correct this by increasing their
investments in technology. In fact, when asked to choose between
investing more time, budget, people, or technology to better solve
existing analytics challenges, more than half (59%) of respondents
selected technology—whereas no more than 13% of respondents
chose time, budget, or people, respectively.
Unfortunately, not all tech tools are the answer to analytics
challenges. In order for data to live up to its full potential, you

vulnerabilities in their systems that could have been prevented
sooner. Likewise, organizations that continually refresh their data
stores will never build up a wide breadth of data, making any data
analysis shallow in what it reveals about the organization. Only
once they acquire unlimited data storage can organizations truly be
using all the data available to them. Yet, less than a quarter (24%) of
respondents are retaining log data indefinitely.
When you have an easily accessible data lake capable of
identifying vulnerabilities before they become outright threats,
your organization can stay ahead of malicious players. For instance,
whereas 47% of respondents who retain less than 7 months of
log data have experienced a breach in the last year, only 24% of
respondents who retain 7+ months of log data experienced a breach
in the last year. Now that’s data put to good use.
Data lake investment is on the rise—but not all data lakes live
up to their promise.

69% of organizations have already
implemented a data lake—and 87%
indicate that the data lake has
improved their organizations’ ability
to make decisions.
need to be able to access your data quickly, but traditional data
management systems and processes put up walls that prohibit this.
What’s wrong with traditional systems? Data warehouses, data
marts, and legacy databases only accept structured data, which
makes them less flexible and scalable. In practice, organizations
using these types of solutions end up accruing multiple of them to
accommodate their multi-structured datasets, which makes it more
difficult to source and analyze later.
Data lakes can cut through these siloes by ingesting all data
types in their source formats. This gives organizations the ability
to—in theory—store vast quantities of data from multiple sources
in a centralized, secure, and relatively inexpensive location that
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scales with ease. With this data all in one place, end users like data
analysts, business leaders, and others can quickly access the data
they need to inform business decisions.
If your organization is like one of the 31% of respondents
that hasn’t adopted a data lake yet, you’re limiting your data’s
potential. Respondents that have implemented data lakes are
able to respond to data requests faster; 38% of respondents with
data lakes are able to respond within an hour, compared to 24%
without data lakes. Additionally, 20% of respondents without data
lakes take days or weeks to respond, compared to 9% of those
with data lakes.
Challenges surrounding data lake accessibility prevent them
from fulfilling their promise.
Data lakes are supposed to deliver more organized, accessible
data to support analytics—but not all data lakes do. The fact
that the data is stored in its original form is one of the major
benefits of data lakes, but it can also be one of its drawbacks

when using immature platforms. Traditional data lakes aren’t
built for high performance analytics and therefore require too
much data transformation upfront for it to be used for driving
insights, which eats up data engineers’, analysts’, and scientists’
bandwidth and leads to a longer time-to-decision. In fact,
organizations with data lakes spend more time prepping data than
those without (7.1 hours per week versus 6.6)—indicating that
their lakes are requiring more data transformation to work than
they should. The time spent prepping data can quickly undercut
the effectiveness of the data’s analysis; when insights are delayed
because data isn’t ready yet, businesses risk missing critical
revenue opportunities.
Plus, if IT teams are spending as much time prepping data as they
are analyzing it, it’s unlikely they’re using all their data because it’s

a burden to access more than what’s needed for the immediate task.
Only half (52%) of respondents say that either all or almost all their
company’s departments are applying analytics or BI to work they
do on a weekly basis, meaning employees aren’t making as informed
decisions as they could be.
Again, one draw to the data lake is its seemingly limitless
capacity, but with so much information for analysts to parse
through, an organization’s data lake can quickly devolve to a data
swamp. Manual extraction isn’t only time consuming—it’s also
costly. In addition to the cost of analysts’ time, maintaining these
data lakes can become sneakily expensive as data volumes scale,
especially without the right in-house talent to maintain these
solutions, since most platforms charge once users exceed their
limited storage.
CONCLUSION

How to overcome analytics challenges

Organizations with data lakes spend
nearly as much time prepping data
(7.1 hours/week) as they do analyzing
it (7.2 hours/week)
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Your organization needs an easy, cost-effective, and reliable way to
access and analyze all the data at its disposal—a standard most data
lakes aren’t living up to.  
The optimal DataOps solution should remove data silos and data
pipelining requirements so that your organization’s data lake(s) caters
to any and all use cases, instead of a limited range of needs. Modern data
lakes achieve this through, first and foremost, a cloud-based infrastructure
that not only enables users to scale with greater ease but allows users
to couple their platform with other cloud-based analytics services and
downstream software tools to deliver data indexing, transformation,
querying, and analytics functionality. That’s important; simply having a
data lake doesn’t ensure insights—you need to activate the lake with the
proper tools and functionalities to derive valuable data analysis.
As businesses plan for the new year, their data will be their
strongest asset in making accurate, yet agile business decisions.
They don’t have to look far to uncover data-driven insights that’ll
move their business forward, but simply uncovering them is
proving to be a challenge for many.
Our research confirms that too many IT teams are still relying
on dated analysis methods to deliver future-forward insights,
costing them critical time-to-value on their data. Data management
and prepping shouldn’t overshadow data usage, and by relying on
data lakes that are built on outdated infrastructures, their valuable

It takes most respondents (37%) 2-12 hours
to respond to data requests from other
stakeholders. Another 30% take days and
even weeks to respond.
insights are getting trapped in data swamps.
Limitless data capture empowers limitless innovation. The ability
to retain greater and wider amounts of data for analysis unlocks new
revenue opportunities, which is why organizations need to invest in
modern cloud-based data lake solutions that can scale as the volume
and velocity of their data grows, and that don’t require upfront prep
work from valuable IT talent.
Organizations with a DataOps-oriented approach need to think
through the technologies, processes, and people that will accelerate
their ability to process raw data, extract insights from it, and produce
high-value, reliable data products that drive the business forward in
2022 and beyond.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY

ChaosSearch commissioned a survey of 1,020 U.S. IT professionals
in firms with 500+ employees. The survey was fielded from
September 28 to October 19, 2021.
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ABOUT CHAOSSEARCH

ChaosSearch helps modern organizations Know Better™ by
activating the data lake for analytics. The ChaosSearch Data Lake
Platform indexes customers’ cloud data, rendering it fully searchable
and enabling analytics at scale with massive reductions of time, cost
and complexity.
ChaosSearch was purpose-built for cost-effective, highly scalable
analytics encompassing full text search, SQL, and machine learning
capabilities in one unified offering. The patented ChaosSearch
technology instantly transforms your cloud object storage (Amazon
S3, Google Cloud Storage) into a hot, analytical data lake.

With the right platform and surrounding
tooling in place, data lakes can:
• Centralize data analytics to enhance governance
• Improve access to more data to feed BI and ML analysis
to uncover trends
• Cross-pollinate between relational analytics and search
on the same unified dataset to generate new, deeper
insights
• Enhance log analytics to uncover potential security
threats

For more information, visit ChaosSearch.io or follow us
on Twitter @ChaosSearch and LinkedIn. n

CHAOSSEARCH
www.chaossearch.io
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Building a DataOps
Foundation for
Agile Data Analytics
At the core of every successful analytics program is your data.
Data stores continue to grow exponentially and power an increasing
number of platforms, devices, and software-as-a-service (SaaS)
applications. And that data holds the keys to insights about your
business and future innovation, making your data one of your
organization’s most valuable assets.
In today’s ever-evolving, fast-paced business environment,
enterprises need timely insights that fuel growth and highlight
opportunities. Without the agility to capture and interpret key
metrics of success, analyzing your data can become a frustrating
exercise, with endless hurdles that slow you down or worse: paralyze
you into stagnation.
Obstacles to agility include:
• Siloed data stores, growing digitization, and distribution of data
across multiple on-premises and cloud systems
• Regulatory procedures that restrict the secure movement data
with compliance requirements or sensitive data attributes
• Increased complexity of data sets that have been built over time,
making analysis and the interactions between different types and
sources of information challenging
• Infrastructure expansion, as how you access and process data
become dominant tasks, rather than focusing on business
outcomes
• Maintaining a large number of data pipelines since the work to
integrate data can grow exponentially as demands for data grow
from data analysts, data scientists, and other departments
It’s clear: A strong analytics model relies upon a firm DataOps
foundation to generate quick insights. A cohesive data strategy must
be part of your game plan, and the plan should provide for added
flexibility and scalability to ensure you’ll never fall behind again as
your organization evolves.
JUST WHAT CAN HARNESSING THE POWER OF YOUR
GROWING DATA DO FOR YOU?

With the right approach you can implement a sound DataOps
strategy securely, with automation and in bite-size chunks you can
scale, allowing your teams to remain focused on creating more
business value for your customers.
By upgrading your engine—your data platform—you can
gradually implement those components, procedures, and strategies
that drive innovation for your business.
A solid DataOps foundation can deliver substantial value,
including:
• Clean, available data 24/7

• Secure data generation, all while retaining your clients’ trust
and complying with changing laws, regulations, and procedures
• Simplified complex logic through pipelines and visibility
into data
• Fewer hurdles and less complexity without compromising
data quality
• Faster insight generation and decision-making
Without a solid DataOps foundation, you’ll risk falling behind
the competitive curve. But having a scalable DataOps strategy that
focuses on gaining business value sets the data and analytics teams,
and ultimately the business, up for success and greater agility.

“The goal is to turn data into
information, and information
into insight” —By Carly Fiorina,
ex CEO of Hewlett-Packard
To start building these capabilities, partner with trusted analytics
experts who can help you navigate this shift seamlessly and minimize
downtime while you upgrade your system(s). As you embark on the
journey of sharpening your DataOps strategy, look for a partner who
can take your data, refine it, make sense of it, and add analytics and
machine learning to the mix.
Most providers focus on one or two specialties but typically don’t
offer a complete solution under one roof. But analytics is a journey
and not a shotgun goal. It’s an evolutionary process, so finding a
partner with the same outlook will go a long way towards meeting
your business outcomes successfully.
Your journey is uniquely yours no matter how far traveled, but
organizations tend to progress through similar stages as they begin
to understand their data and become more sophisticated in how
they leverage its value. If you’re curious about the progress your
organization is making and which stage best describes your current
state, download the white paper, Accelerating Your Analytics
Journey. It’s loaded with tips on how to unlock the value of your
analytics and optimize your business performance, and you’ll
get a new perspective on how agility in analytics is critical to
long-term success. n
PYTHIAN
www.pythian.com
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Incorta’s Unified
Data Analytics
Platform: Achieve
a Quantum Leap in
DataOps Impact and ROI
Unlocking application data to enable effective and
transformative analysis is a notoriously challenging task. That’s
because traditional data pipelines are optimized for query
performance, leaving users to deal with undesirable tradeoffs as
a consequence. Examples include the loss of detail, loss of data
lineage, and long turnaround times for changes.

speed and delivers accurate, relevant data to help users drive
innovation and improve business outcomes. With the benefit of
visibility to detailed, granular business data, users can explore
data at all levels—ranging from summary aggregates to line-item
transactions—as well as ask questions and find actionable answers
to those questions.

This lack of comprehensive reporting and limited interactivity
options for drilling-down into data—combined with an absence of
a unified data transformation process—stymies the ability of users
to make data-driven decisions. Traditional approaches also require
considerable compute resources, which can lead to unpredictably
high operating expenses and inferior query performance at the
detailed transaction level.  

When data no longer requires pre-optimization to achieve
fast performance, it means you can scale down overall DataOps
development cycle times and accelerate the delivery of data

It’s no surprise business users are frustrated. Now more than
ever, they need analytical agility and flexibility to uncover new
business insights and opportunities. But the constraints of legacy
systems and traditional approaches make it impossible.
Incorta’s unified data analytics platform changes all that. With
a massively simplified data acquisition process that virtually
eliminates data reshaping and reduction steps, Incorta gives
users access to the full richness of their application data with
unparalleled agility and query performance in a way that is easy to
consume, customize, and explore.
Incorta is a single, fully integrated platform for data
acquisition, storage, visualization, analysis, and reporting. By
giving organizations a single, end-to-end data platform, Incorta
eliminates the need to deploy and administer multiple disparate
systems. This simplifies DataOps and significantly reduces
overhead expenses and the total cost of ownership (TCO) of
your data stack.
Equipped with a modern architecture that combines an
open data lake with in-memory analytics, Incorta users can run
multiple workloads, including big data and machine learning,
in a consistent and frictionless manner. Incorta’s Direct Data
Mapping technology enables query processing with unmatched

After decades of data analytics
being defined by the limitations
and constraints of the technology
underpinning it, we are finally
entering a new paradigm where
individuals and teams turn their
attention to “art of the possible.”
— Emily Lewis, VP of Marketing
at Incorta
analytics. Users can begin analyzing and interacting with data
immediately, prove value quickly and incrementally, and scale over
time. Organizations, in turn, avoid large upfront investments in BI
implementation.
All across the world today, Incorta’s unified data analytics
platform is profoundly changing the way organizations think
about, engage with, and create value with data. Early adopters are
not only solving age-old data problems that continue to plague the
vast majority of organizations today in a matter of days or weeks—
they are also discovering entirely new products and services that
were hardly even conceivable before Incorta. n

INCORTA
www.incorta.com

